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INTRODUCTION 
Operations Research bas, in the space o~ a few 
years, been born, weaned and matured; it has been discussed, 
rejected and accepted by industry. The obstacle that it has 
encountered, not unlike any other new field, has been'in 
being accepted by management. Industrial Engineering, ~or 
example, experienced this same problem when its techniques 
were first introduced. Operations Research, though, has had 
even more trouble. The main reason ~or this is that Operations 
Research is an extremely scientific field. The degree o~ 
acceptance in many companies has depended upon the degree of 
scientific background of the executives. The manager who 
has not been heavily indoctrinated in the sciences simply does 
not understand what many o~ the Operations Researchers (or 
Opsearchers, as they are sometimes called) are talking about. 
Due to this lack o~ understanding, we ~ind cases o~ complete 
rejection of the field. 
Many books and case histories have been written in 
the past ~ew years by men in the ~ield. These books, in the 
majority o~ cases, are filled with solutions to problems 
written in highly complex mathematical terminology. The 
paucity o:f written material directed towards the non-scientific 
- . 
business man becomes even more evident when one visits the 
Harvard Business School, the training ground for many 
executives, and ~inds only a handful of books and articles 
5. 
on the subject devoid of Mathematical formulae. In looking 
through an extremely cam~rehensive bibliography~ of the 
. ' 
field one finds·. the same result. The average Controller (Oomp-
trollel'") 1 as an e~ample1 is well scp.ooled in accounting and 
business mathematics but is not .equipped to understand the 
formulae or terminology used in these books. If he should 
desire to find out what Operations Research is he must 
therefore search hard :Cor a book that he can understand oX:> 
pass tb.e subject of:f as too complex for use. This is, 
understandably, not desirable. Operations Research must be 
understood by managemen~ if .it is to be used for the solution 
of business problems. Recognition by management of the fact 
that Operations Research will yield benefits, financial as 
well as functional, f'or their camp any is a necessity if' 
the :f'ield is to survive and become an even more useful tool. 
R£P(i~'r 
The purpose of this ~i<:S is to discuss Operations 
Research in the language of the non-scientific business man. 
Operations Research has proven itself to be an extremely 
useful:tool in all areas. of' the business world. It is, there-
fore, advantageous to introduce it to.those business men who 
do not yet understand it. 
The approach to solving this problem has been 9ne 
of interpretation. Through this approach, the techniques 
' "f' (!_PO I' "r 
explained in the body of the ~ have. lost same of their 
vJt CR1'Q_ 
preciseness. This, ~sure, will not alientate the business 
man. The mathematician who is interested in preciseness will, 
6. 
no doubt, be somewhat annoyed. This, though, is not ~ (} VA~ 
concern ~.for it is no-t the mathematician :for 
r~: _,~>:~ r r: 
whom this_~ is intended,. although- a greater understanding 
of the mathematician's field by the business man will, in 
. . y *C-i'" , f"' 
turn, be of hel:Q. to the .field oi' Mathematics. This~ is 
J1'MUie1J If .FWt' if~--a.r U~t /fc.sl- e~r I~~~ a:,,p' 
intended ~or _:the ~~d t~e approach is to answer 
~~~ -~ 
'ft:l:.e. questions oi': what,. why, where, whEm.,who, how, and,~ (2_ 
might add, how much. 
-Re!~a:l;l:lem:e:t;.j.o~~i-en4;e.Q •• 4;a...miy-··4~h....s.cll.aol 
.and<.-c.¢GlJ.eg;Lata,."~eaPs,-·,and."~·'tmM.'ghtr.enedo··,zb»·"';t;.h&~many=prGbJ.,em~.--· of 
_ ~n::::§J.;.i.mJ.t.i!i.Aal.l~;,,,o.r..i,an-17ed""·bttSYfie'$'s···m.an:·· itl'' :my-·' "fe-s:Ps-~'- of·· 
.e:mp;L-Gymen't."-an&.,.eatic·at"i·or:t'''S±n~···t1t(!)'ft;'"'th:a"'"'t'~sit"'tHa'C~T''llav e 
nnde:ct&fUJ,.i.a,""t-he:.c·•me-Pg.i<ng~p+t!le-se"''di·sei:pli:nes. The business 
man does not have to be mathematically oriented to realize 
the advantages of Operations Research. He is the decision 
maker and not the doer. He can leave the .formulae for the 
doer once he has recognized and stated the proble.m. 
The main problem encountered with a :field as broad 
as Operations Research is that one who ±s describing it must 
be either extremely verbose or he will not be preci-se.. The 
·choice, then, is one oi' either being verbose and thus p:i>ecise, 
or being .concise and thus·losing some o:f.the precision. As 
we have said before, our aim is~to educate the decision maker 
and not the doer. The business man constantly clamors :for 
shorter memoranda which contain just the :facts that he has 
to know. He does not have time to separate the wheat. :from the 
7. 
8. 
-
chaf'f and thus expects the writers of these memoranda to 
do it for him. It was therefore necessary~ in directing 
?'J'I d. lfM;$ ~JHt!';tl J"' 1~a I Y /y Jt/ tl, IJ4 /tl'!tJ 
this paper to ~- to remainV'concise. ~
~ atte.mpted to do this without losing the flavor of' Opera-
tions Research,. ~~~&Q~p.e.aelii:&g-Jil:ds 
pa~,t"±"'S"""W±':t~{),.;,g~"~~ewq·t:tme-.;t..o"··:r.a&Cl-~t~;r ... ,Q..~-~e 
- • ' ' ' < 
subj-eet, a ~a»:t;.i-&J:-~~ooo~e-r-a9~:'&d:ae.so...aw::b~4r~~a.. 
~"""'i-n~e4-~.,u."-.Ap~:Kir~. 
In conclusion,· this paper is written for the non-
scientifically orientedbusiness man. It if? written to 
. ,. ' . - tv 
enlif?hten hl;m about a ~~eld f'r~ whi~h the -eca:t,k~•f'eel~ he 
can benefit-.. Ratl;LE?r than .:frighten him, all formulae have been 
· Y e ;.:;.>,j rf: 
excluded from the pages of this~. If' the business man 
can understand the basic tacts of Operations Resea:- ch as 
they are explained here and if he is ·willing to accept it 
as one of the best tools available to him, the goal of' this 
paper has been accomplished. This goal, to reiterate, is to 
educate the decision maker using his own terminology rather 
than the complicated one of mathematics. 
·sECTION I 
'c 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH: A TOOL FOR MANAGEMENT 
WHAT IS OPERATIONS RESEARCH? 
WHY· IS OPERATIONS RESEARCH NECESSARY? 
CHAPTER 1 
A DEFINITION 
Operations Research is the use of a scientific 
approach to assist in the solution of problems non-scientific 
in nature. It is, therefore, an approach to problem solving 
rather than a technique of· solution.· It is because of this 
that its basic· definition must be extremely broad to be all 
inclusive. The techniques used in Operations Research are 
mathematical in nature and have thus led to the coining of a 
new word which is descriptive·· of its· use and applications. 
~he word is nManagematicstt2 made up of the words nManagement« 
and nlVIathematicsn. 1'b.is leads·to a slightly narrower defi-
nition than that stated above·: Operations Research is the 
application of the techniques of mathematics for the solution 
. . 
of management problems;. Of course, Operations Research 
employs other disciplines besides mathematics in its many 
applications, but we shall concern ourselves in this text 
with this slightly narrower scope. To help define Operations 
Research, the following Mathematical techniques will be 
explained: 
1~ Models 
2~ Minimax Technique 
?.~ Linear Programming 4 Matrices 
5~ Simulation 
6. Queuing Theory 
.. 
10. 
MODELS 
An understanding of the concept of Models is basic 
for the ~omprehension of the techniques of any scientific 
endeavor. Models are used in all of the scientific dis.ciplines. 
All of the techniques of Operations Research that we shall 
explain below are different methods of setting up and solving 
mathematical models. There are three types of Models: physical,· 
~nalog and mathematical. Operations Research relies on the 
analog and mathematical models. 
Although an understanding of physical models is not 
necessary for an understanding of Operations Research tech-
niques, it is the easi,est to explain and understand, and will, 
therefore, aid in the comprehension of the details of the 
other types of models. A physical model is simply a minia-
ture or "scaledn replica. A model airplane, exact in detail 
except much smaller than the real thing, is a physical model, 
as is a map, or a .statue of. Lincoln. Physical models of 
boats and planes have been used in wind tunnels and special 
tanks to test new designs. This is a much cheaper method of 
experimentation than using an actual plane or boat costing 
millions of dollars. 
An analog model is not a replica of something. 
It is a representation of one set of properties by another. 
The set of properties being represented is fairly hard to 
reproduce; therefore, another set of properties is used as 
the model. The length of a.~~. line on a graph may be used to 
... 
11. 
represent costs or time. I.t would be di.f.ficult to represent 
cost by a pile of' miniature money so an easier .form of rep-, 
rese~t~tion~ nrune1y a lerigth' ~.f a line, is used. The advent 
of' analog cbmputors has greatly increased the use of' this 
ttpe of' model. Using the electrical wiring and resistance 
ot the computer, a programmer is abl~_to set up the machine 
to X>eproduce the problem and solve it.. A simple illustration 
of' this would be the deterinination of' the routing of' ship-
ments to di.f.ferent warehouses with the property to be minimized 
being the cost of' the shipments. The machine could be wired 
with di.f.ferent resistances (obstacles to the .flow of electri-
city) to represent the di.f.ferent· costs. The machine would 
then.send electricity through.the di.f.ferent wires try~ng 
to minimize the resistance that it met until it arrived. at 
the easiest paths. These routes would then be the solution 
to the problem of' minimizing the costs. ·This is, as can be 
seen, an abstract type of mo~el. Its use is limited to 
charts and graphs and computers and has, .for that reason, . 
.found only a limited acceptance in the i'ield. 
The third type of' model is the Mathematical model. 
This is the one that is used most widely in the .field. 
A mathematical model is a representation of' many facts and 
limitations, orrestrietions~ in a simple, algebraic .form 
known as an equation or formula. A .formula is a short al-
phabetic and nUm.eric representation of' these facts and 
restrictions. Let us take some extremely basic examples 
12. 
which are reminiscent o:f past arithmetic lessons. ffJobn has 
:four apples in his lunch basket and gives one to Mary. n 
The problem is: How many apples does JoJ:m now ·nave? We will 
let •A• represent the word 1 apple(s)' and 1X' represent the 
question of how many he now has_.· The mathematical model to 
represent this series.of :facts and theproblem is: 
This formula says all that we have said above, namely: 
:four apples (4A) minus one apple -(lA) equals a new number o:f 
apples (XA) which we wisll. to determine. This is simple 
·enough to solve :for the :fa:ct that John now has three apples. 
13. 
We could have added other facts into this problem which would 
complicate ·it, but the :formula would still be extremely simple. 
Let us take one more illustration.· Let us add that Mary did 
not want the apple and gave it. back to. Jobii. and that John 
then threw it away because l:ie was mad and then gave another 
o:f his apples to Jane who kept it~ This would all be 
represented by: 
'4A·· (.-lA'*" lA 
-
lA) -ll - XA 
-oro 
4A tA -lA :::;; XA 
The second_formula is just a condensatioriof the :first 
since the bracketed part o:f.the :first represents all o:f Mary's 
action: John gave her an apple ( -lA), she returned it (+lA) 
and he threw it away (-l.A) • As can be seen by the above 
examples, the mathematical model breaks down all of the 
verbiage of the statement of the facts and p~ob+em to a 
; ~ 
simple equation. -Operations Research us·es this type of model 
in almost all applications. The solution of problems of 
Economic Lot Size which will be shown in Chapter 3 of 
Section II are arrived at through the use of an Economic Lot 
Size formula which is a mathematical model expressing all 
of the costs of operation, both fixed and variable, in 
easier to use symbols. 
As we have shown above, Models of all types, 
physical, analog and mathematical, are the most important 
tools of the scientific person. These models allow him to 
test and perfect his theories and solutions w1 thout the huge 
amount of cost involved in working with the trial solution 
in practice. Onee a plane has crashed or a customer has 
been turned down due to stock~out, or a high shipping cost 
has been incurred, it. is too late to say that ihe solution 
was wrong. The cost has been incurred and. there is no way 
to· recoup the losses; Through the use of Models, these 
losses can be minimized and, or, avoided. The cost of 
model building and testing is fSl' lower than actual trial 
and error. Industry has adopted this in the factory without 
even realizing it was using a scientific tool when it 
started production pilot shops. The scientis~, or Op~­
ations Researcher, through his techniques, can now use Models 
for much more abstract problems as we will see in subsequent 
pages. 
MINIMAX TECHNIQti:S 
The 'fheory of'Games.wa.s originally presented by 
'the hoted matheifiaticia.n, Jehn Ve:a Ne"U:mann. In· 1944, he and 
Osk~ Morganstern publish~d a book3 which led to the pc:>pu-
l~ity of these the<Dl"ies. The Theory of Games is a method of' 
pl~yilng games' such as poker, chess, cheekers, with0u.t the 
use of' cards, boards er · chessmen. · All it :r?equires is pencil 
Sl'ld paper-~· ·Through the· u:se of'· the mathematical techniques, 
it' is pessi.ble to· analyze yeur moves and strategies in regard 
to the' ·acti·ons of' yottr opponents. - One of' the techniques of 
Game Theory is Minimax t'eehn:ique •. ·In this technique,· 
you ti:-Y to maximize your winniJ!lgs' whil'e minimizing your 
pass.ibil.i ty of' losing. 1i'h:ts would· ::m:ean:· tb.a.t you would play 
the game conservatively. You would not make the bold move 
of' ''standing pat"· in a poker game as a. uboom or bust 11 
stra.t.egy, but instead you would try to f'igure out whether 
. ' 
throwing away a card would give you a better chance of re-
taining your :finances. Tbi~ type of' afialysis can also be 
applied to business problems. A'pl"oblem which could be 
solved using this tech:tcl.que ·would b'e e:ae of' bidding on a 
contract. On this type of: problem, the company would want 
to bid at the highest pr~ce it could and still minimize its 
chanc·es- of' losing the contract. · · Iri. · order to be able to 
reach a good Minimax decision, the competitors wou1d have 
:if7o be Bl.'lalyzed. to determine the bids they would probably 
place. Once these have been determined~ this technique can 
15~-
then be used to deter.mine the best bid to counter the bids 
of the competitors. This would not necessarily be the 
highest bid that the company would like to make but is the 
best bid that can assure the contract. The theory behind 
this technique is that it is better to win a little than 
lose a lot. As a technique for the company in a recession 
which must get business$ or for other conservative positions$ 
it is extremely applicable. There are· two very important 
restrictions on Minimax. First, it depends completely on 
the assessment of the possible strategies of the opponent. 
It is, therefore, like many other mathematical techniques, 
only as good as the information given to it. The second 
restriction is that, as we have'stated earlier$ it is not 
a spectacularly aggressive techniq1e. It is conservative 
and, as such, it has its applications. 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Linear Programming is a mathematical model used 
as an aid to decision making •.. Mathematically speaking, 1 t 
is a method of maximizing or minimizing a linear function~ 
subject to restrictions, to yield an optimum solution. As 
equally frightening.· to the businessman as the mathematical 
~ definition above, is the calculus, matrix algebra and other 
mathematical techniques used to prove and develop the 
solutions. Conversely, as shown below, it is extremely easy 
f'or the business man to recognize that this is a powerful 
16. 
tool for decision mak:ing and also~ to foresee possible 
applications .. 
· In business terminology, Linear Programming 
is used to solve p!>oblems involving a number of a1 ternative 
courses of action. The usefulness of this technique in~ 
creases as the number of alternatives increase. The problem 
may be one of machine loading when there is a limited number 
of machines available and a great volume of' pieces to be made. 
The only way to consider this problem is with the effect the 
solution will have on all of the orders. The question we 
might want to ask for this type of problem might be: What 
·is the best schedule to produce the highest profit mix. of 
products? This would then be a problem of mrod.mization of 
profits. which are linear (they go up in a straight line for 
every unit of one type pro-duced) subject to the restrictions 
I 
of number of machines~ speed of the machines and availability 
of raw material. _ Linear Progrannning would yield the optimum 
solution. That is, the schedule which maximizes profit. 
Once this optimum is arrived' at 1 management, due to customer 
relations or other :f'actors, may wish to use a dif:f'erent sched-
ule. Through these techniques tlie cost o:r the alternate sched-
ule instead· of the optimum schedule can be determined. This 
method thus allows the business man .to make a decision knowing 
' ' 
all of the facts. Without this ability to know the cost-of 
alternative courses o.f action, management might tend to just 
change their schedules at will •.. They now would be able to 
17." 
determine the cost of these changes and make a considered 
judgment before acting. 
The greatest advantage that this technique possesses 
is that no problem is too intricate for it. It has, though, 
a few limitations. The most serious limitation is its complex 
nature. With the advent of the high speed computers, this 
has been nullified to a great extent. Its other drawback is 
that it is only as good as the question asked of it. If' 
management wants to produce at s~ply the miriimum cost, the 
technique would yield a solution with a cost of zero. T.he 
question must be minimum cost with minimum idle machine time 
or operator time. The other problem is that this technique is 
only efficiently used with problems that are linear. The 
cost incurred or revenue produced ~ust be strictly prppor-
tional to the volume of_: activity. Although techniques are 
available in Linear_ Programming for non-linear problems, they 
-
are extremely complex and expensive. These limitations do 
not rule out the vast majority of problems. There are a 
myriad of problems in_ business todS:y which- can be .. ~olved by 
Linear Programming. Let me reiterate the properties which 
the problem should have to qualify for Linear Programming 
solutions: 
1. There must be alternative courses of' action 
which can be determined. 
2. All restrictions must be presented. If' there 
are no restrictions, such as number of machines, 
etc., a solution will be impractical. -
18. 
MATRICES 
3• There must be a de~inite goal ~or the solution. 
Another way o~ saying this is that the problem 
must be stated clearly and concisely. 
4. The ~actors for consideration must be inter-
related and have a common unit o~ measurement, 
a c omm.on denominator. 
A Mati"ix is simply a· J:>ectangular. chart. The 
spoJ:>ts section of a local newspaper contains the baseball 
standings in a type of mati"ix where the columns stand foJ:> 
teams played against and the rows stand ~or the team. The 
numbers (elements) in the boxes stand fa!" games won by the 
te~ listed in the rows and foJ:> g~es lost by the teams 
listed in the columns. These numbers or elements are thus 
common to both although they are negative .for one and positive 
for the otheJ:>. Matrices are used commonly in the solution 
of many business problems. One of the problems most appli-
cable to ~atrices is the DistJ:>ibution problem*. ·This is a 
problem of shipping :fXJom different warehouses to customers 
in di~~erent ci·ties,. The common elements would be the cost 
o~ shipping. Through the use of Matrix Algebra or other 
methods including the V.A.M.4 the matrix can be solved for 
the optimum solution. To explain these solutions or to 
enlarge 'the de~ini tion or descript.ion o~ Matrices would 
-3~ A problem o~ this type can be found in Chapter 3 under 
the heading of "Distribution". 
require more detail than would be advisable in this paper 
and the interested reader would be well advised to read 
Reinfeld and Vogel5 or Vazsonyi6 for more complete details. 
The matrix, although complicated in many respects, can some-
times be adapted for clerical use although, in many cases, 
a computer may be required. 
SIM:O'LATION 
Simulation, better known as Monte Carlo S~lation 
is a system using actual history randomly to reach a trial 
and error solution. In simple words, it involves using 
chance and trial and error to ·determine the best method of 
procedure.. The approach is fairly simpl~ to explain using 
a sample problem. A company wants to test a reorder point 
for pencils in the stockroom so that it will never have more 
than one months supply or less than wha~ they need (i.e. They 
never want to be out of stock) •. The first step would be to 
take all of the issue slips ·for the past six months and arrange 
them in chronologie~ order. Starting with one months supply 
of pencils, the orders. would then be I*ead one by one and the 
stock list depleted by that amount. When the reorder point 
that was being tested was reached, this would be noted and the 
expected time of delivery would be noted. The next issue 
would be read and so on. If at any time an issus was read 
which would cause a stockout before the supply came in, 
·the reorder point would thus be proven wron for the assumption 
or never a stockout. Using this method, reorder points would 
be checked until the best one was found. For this problem, 
the assumption was made of never allowing a stockout; this 
is usually not the case. It is usually an allowable ~~ockout · 
of one in a hundl'ed -or some other percent11ge. 
Obviously, ther.efore, simulationfs aprocess o:f 
using a pencil and paper {or c0mputor) and past. +ntormation 
... , .. .''. 
· to. simulate actual condi tiona. Due to the comple+d,ty of its 
i.\ 
use,_ most of its applications require the use of a computor. 
Another mathe.matical tool, Random Numbers, is used quite 
extensively in this technique~ This is used when you want 
complete chance to come into the picture as in studying a 
roulette wheel (one of the original problems and the source 
of the name Monte Carlo}. As can be seen from the types of 
tools required, this is a rather advanced Operations Research 
Technique although a very good one. 
QUEUING THEORY 
Queuing Theory, or Waiting Line Theory, as it is 
o:ften referred to, is a relatively complex mathematical· 
technique used :for the solution of problems involving a .form 
of waiting line. This could be a line of papers waiting to 
be typed by a typing pool~~ or a group of planes waiting to 
land or a group o:f people being served at a lunch counter. 
',g ·~ See Chapter 3 for a dis()U.ssion of this applicatio!l. under 
the heading of "Officett. 1 
21. 
-The common denominator is that someone or something is waiting 
for service or servicing. This Wa.i ting period costs m.c;>ney and 
·' must be minimized. In order to adequately develop a solution 
to a queuing problem, the input to the line (the number of 
c.ustome:tJs, etc..), the available servicing units (clerks), the 
order in which the input will be waited on (first-in first-out 
for example) and the service. provided and it~···duration ~-qst 
all be considered and assumptions about them must be made. 
Tne actual techniques of solution will not be consid~~~d nor 
'\ \ :·~- :· . 
will an accurate definition, since, as is stated above 1 this 
is a complex mathematical t·ec.hnique. Suf':f'ice it to say that 
the name Queuing (:f'rom the British), or Waiting Line, suggests 
many possible applications. 
/ 
SUMMARY 
In this f'irst chapter some of the techniques at 
the disposal o:r the Operations Researcher have been shown. 
This list, rather than being complete, is intended as a sample 
o:r the work in the :f'ield. To attempt to give a complete list 
would be presumptious since the techniques available are as 
infinite as the thoughts in the minds o:r all of' t~ose working 
in the .field. Through the understanding of' these techniques 
and their origin$ in the scienti:f'ic disciplines, I have tried 
to give depth to 1 the de:f'inition of Operations Research as a 
scientific approach. Although these techniques paint· a rosy 
picture, I do not wish to give the ~pression that Operations 
22'.' 
Research is a panacea for all the ills of business. It is not. 
Many of its ills can be diagnosed by the practitioner and 
eliminated or illuminated by the techniqu.es but it does not 
presume, nor can it hope, to do away completely with these ills. 
This must be kept in mind at all times. Another comment which 
should be made at this point is that no technique by itself 
is sufficient at all times. The. use of the different teeh-
niques is like a dovetail in a piece of wood; each piece is 
interwoven with the other to help the whole to be stronger. 
The limit of applications of Operations Research 
has not been reached and will not be reached for a long. time. 
The list of companies using Operations Research has grown 
trg,mendously in its short history but there are still many 
managers to be convinced. The restrictions which limit the 
field are, first, the attitudes of the managers who do not 
understand what Operations Research is and, second, the lack 
of accurate information, ·such as sales forecasts, which is 
the foundation of these studies. I hope that I have helped 
minimize the former in this chapter and I will attempt to 
explain the latter in subsequent chapters. 
CHAPTER. 2 ·. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHODS 
Throughout the history o:f Man, we have examples 
o:f Men o:f Science being called upon to extend their scientific 
knowledge to other :fields o:f endeavor. Where, then, did 
Operations Research really begin? This cannot be answered. 
Formal Operations Research began in the late 1930's in 
England although som.e work in the :field had been done during 
the First World War on both sides o:f the Atlantic. Thomas 
Edison, :for example, made studies :for the United States 
Navy in World War I on anti-submarine war:fare.7 
This history o:f Operations Research will begin 
with the :first :formal group. The Operational Research Group, 
as it was known, was. set up by the Royal Air Force in the 
late 1930's. The task o:f this group was to work on Radar 
and radio location systems. Gradually all o:f the branches o:f 
the military in England had set up groups to help solve their 
problams. The United. States, watching with great interest, 
quickly set up groups as soon as they entered the war. 
These were :formed with the elite o:f the American scienti:f'ic 
community. Dr. John Von Nuemanni the mathematician respon ... 
sible :for the Theory o:f Ggmes was one o:f the :first members. 
The groups were used :for tactical problems and also got 
into some supply pi1oblems. Some o:f the work :for which these 
men can take great credit is the reduction o:f . the number o:f 
planes lost during bombing runs and the number of reductions 
in shipping losses :f'rom convoys. The sizes of these bombing 
runs and convoys were figured using Operations Research tech-
ni~es and the resultant losses in action dropped considerably. 
The ar.med forces had found a valuable tool and they exploited 
it as much as possible. Once the war was over, some of these 
men were retained b~ the services and other groups were set 
up at universities and colleges like M.I.T. and Johns Hopkins. 
Project RAND was set up by the Air Force and it has since 
become a non-pro:f'it corporation known as The RAND Corporation. 
These groups were used extensively by the ar.med :f'orces during 
the Korean conflict. 
Once the second world war was over, many trained 
men were available for use in private industry both in the 
United States and Great Bri t,ain. Before and during the war, 
industry in the United States had instituted many new ideas 
·to improve e:f'ficiency and to cut costs. When the trained 
Operations Researchers came to the companies, the managers 
could not see anything new or any advantages in Operations 
Research. The men in the field could not supply many case 
histories since most of the work was done for the ar.med 
forces and was, therefore, classified. Same progressive 
companies in the oil industry and some consulting companies 
such as Arthur D. Little and Booz, Alle~ and Hamilton did 
see the advantages of these techniques and added them to their 
~ 
repertoires. The highly competitive business climate of' 
• 
American industry prevented the publishing· of many case. 
histories and new applications and it thus made the job 
of' the man who wanted to sell the field to his boss that 
much more difficult. 
In the early 1950's, the situation in the United 
States changed for the better arid books and articles began 
appearing at a faster rate. Some of' these contained a few 
studies from Great Britain where the growth had been faster. 
This had occurred due to the pitiful state in which British 
industry was left at the close of' the war. The British 
manager was willing to try anything to get back on his .feet 
and with the Cartel system and industry-wide cooperation in 
Britain, many cases were published and made available to all. 
who wanted to read them. Once these books and articles 
began appearing in the United States, industry started sitting 
up and taking notice. The competitive climate that had .first 
slowed down Operations Research now stimulated it. Many 
companies wanted to take advantage o:f' this new tool before 
their competitors did. 
In the years since 1950, Operations Research has 
been used in every .field from retail stores like Macy's to 
huge manufacturing companies like G:eneral Electric and, most 
recently, in the Research and Development area. This "boomn 
has been helped further by the enor.mous growth of High Speed 
Computors avai~able for oommerc:tal use. Many of the tech-
niques used by the Operat:i.ons Researcher would not be practical 
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without the computer. It has served both as a device £or the 
solution of problems and for providing the source in£or.mation. 
The computer~ with its vast memory system, is able to store 
many pieces of information which can be used for better 
sales .forecasting~ for example. Simulation techniques and 
analog models, two o.f the most sophisticated techniques at 
the disposal of the Operations Researcher, would not have 
been available without the help of computors. The .advent of 
the business man-engineer, trained to be a technical adminis-
trator, has been a tremendous help to the .field. As this 
hybrid moves up the ladder of management, he will provide 
more and more assistance·. He is able to understand what 
Operations Research is and, in some cases~ has enough back-
ground to apply it himself. He is able to understand the 
techniques and the researchers and thus encourages them, 
for he, himself, is a scientific approach to management 
. with his engineering and business degrees. 
Why does industry need Operations Research? We 
can see how they got it, but, do they need it? Most emphat-
ically, yesl One hundred years ago, the answer would have 
. been no for ther.e was not much industry as we know it today. 
Most business men ran one-m~ enterprises where they hired 
a few people to make the product, if they: did not do it them• 
selves, and sat by and watched and paid the workers as little 
as possible. Then, along came the Industrial Revolution with 
its mass production. Machines became importrant and the 
workers unionized and started asking for more pay. The 
companies found that they could sell to all parts of the 
country and the business grew. The company accountant became 
the treasurer or controller and other financial people were 
hired to assist him. Vice-presidents became necessary and 
plant managers appeared. The one-man show was over. The 
president could not possibly tend to all of the detail neces-
sary to run his business. Specialists were called in and 
then the Industrial Engineers, the first scientific business 
men, took hold with their time studies and other new ideas. 
This still was not enough. The complex business community 
that exists today must be able to save every cent that it 
can in order to finish the year with a profit. Cost reduction 
is one of the prime motivating forces in the company of 
today.. This emphasis on cost and the need for orderly and 
quick decisions on complex problems has brought about the 
need for Operations Research. Operations Research will 
continue to be needed as long as business continues to be 
more complex. As companies establish more plants all over 
the globe, the Operations Researcher will be more in demand. 
It does not matter where the problem is; no business is 
really different from any other. One of. the principal 
assets of Operations Research is that it does not replace 
the executive with a machine.. It makes him a more capable 
decision maker because he has more infor.mation at his disposal. 
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It also gives him more time-to make a decision because he 
has only the necessary information. As the engineer has come 
to rely upon his slide rule, so the executive or today•s 
complex business world will learn to rely more and more upon 
the scientiric techniques or management and, specirically, 
on Operations ResearCh. 
SECTION II 
T.HE METHODS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
WHERE OAN OPERATIONS RESEARCH BE USED? 
WHEN CAN OPERATIONS RESEARCH BE USED? 
WHO SHOULD PERFORM THE WORK? 
HOW SHOULD.TBE WORK BE DONE? 
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CHAPTER 3 
DETERMINING THE NEED 
In the first two chapters we have shown what 
Operations Research is and how: it developed. This chapter 
will show how it can be used. The best way to learn to use 
a set of new techniques is by seeing the actual applications. 
The material shown in this chapter will give a panoramic view 
of same areas of business and problems which have been solved 
in them. It is not sufficient to say that Operations Research 
can be used to effect savings of many dollars which are pre-
sently being wasted due to nseat of the pants•• decisions. 
This is not to say that. this type o:f decision making is 
always bad; it is sometimes very good. However, in today• s 
cost-conscious and extremely. eompeti tive b'tlsiness climate, the 
margin of decision making error must be narrowed to the full-
est extent. For this reason, we have shown savings expressed 
in dollars and percentiles which are quite realistic and, in 
_fact, are low compared to the results of some studies. 
--.---·.--~ ·- .·- .... _ - . 
Operations Research can- be_ us.ed ~ticeessl'ully- in all 
. areas of a company. As more and more applications are pub-
. lished, we find references to areas never thought of. For 
the purposes of this chapter, the applications shall _be 
confined to three areas: 
1. Distribution 
2. Manufacturing 
3. _Office 
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Since Operations Research ""studies have much to offer 
in the way of by-products, we have included, in this chapter, 
a section explaining some of these. 
DISTRIBUTION 
Tne area of distribution seems like a.most logical 
starting point for a discussion of Operations Research since 
it is the Sales Manager who usually has the pet complaint that 
the manufacturing people have to improve their eff~cienoy so 
that he can stop los!ng orders due to cost. The sales depart-
ment is, also, the source ot S"ales forecasts whieh determine 
production schedules; these schedules influence inventory 
levels and production lot size, which are two major cost areas. 
These problems will be taken up under the heading of Manufac-
turing. 
A typical problem in distribution is that of 
supplying the product to the custQmer from different ware-
houses. This is called the "Distribution Froblemtt 8 • 
Three d~pots or warehouses are used 
to stock the srune product~ Orders are received 
at these ware~ouses and shipped on a weekly 
basis. There are variations in the shipping 
rates from the warehouses to the various cus-
tomers. 
· The three warehouses, A,B, C have 
30, 4o and 53 truckloads o~material on hand 
respectively. 
Orders are received from four cus-
tomers, w, x,· y~ z for 22, 35, 25 and 41 
truckloads of material respectively. 
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A solution of this problem could be obtained by 
inspection. This is probably the way that it is now being 
done in many companies. Of' course, this is a simple problem 
and the inspection solution could be achieved fairly close to 
optimum~ For problems of' this sort which are not so s~ple, 
the inspection solution will usually no't approach the optimum, 
. . ' 
and for these, a mathematical solution employing matrices is 
advised. The minimum cost, obtained through this method, 
would be $2,221 with the distribution as .follows: 
From/To w X y z 
I 
A 30 Trucks 
B 5 Trucks 35 Trucks 
a 17 Trucks 25 Trucks 11 Trucks 
As I have stated above, this is a simple example which pl'obably 
could have been solved by inspection. In most companies, 
however, there would be many more orders and warehouses and 
these extra variables would reduce the efficiency of the 
inspection solution.. Solutions by other tecbni~es might 
have yielded costs up to $800 higher-than the minimUm., or 
roughly, 35% higher. Thi& sort of saving oa,nnot be ignored. 
Another type of ~roblem is competitive bidding. 
In this phase, the company wants to maximize its ,expected 
profits. When I say expected profits, I mean the profit 
included in its bid which will yield the best cht:!llce of 
being awarded the contract. There are, o:f course, only two 
possible profits which will be actually achieve~: $0 if the 
bid is not awarded .and bid minus cost if it is awarded. This 
is a Minimax problem and, as explained in chapter 1., would be 
solved by the use .o:f p:r>obabili ties. Probability of being 
awarded the bid would be :f'igured for various price. levels and 
then, the manager, by stating how much profit he is willing 
to forfeit for getting the business, can easily determine the 
price he should bid at. This is a very simple application o:f 
Operations Research techniques and is probably being used to 
I 
a great extent in industry although managers do not realize 
it. The probabilities, although not written down, are very 
o:ften weighed in the manager• s mind when he makes his decision. 
It is important, though, that for.m.al use of this system will 
enable a de:finite and exact decision on the part o:f the 
manager and will. eliminate margin of error due to the false 
assumption that logical thinking has taken place. 
Other applications ~f Operations Research in the 
area of distribution include studies of the ef:fects of pro-
motions on sales, visits to customers. by salesmen, advanced 
forecasting techniques and the,, effects o:f' store hours on 
. retail sales 9. 
MANUFACTURING 
The manu1'acturing area is the area o1' the plant 
which determines the coat o~ ,the pro_duct. This is, there:f'ore, 
the area where most of the Operations Research effort should 
be concentrated. 
One of the most common applications of Operations 
Research in the manufacturing area is Economic Lot Size. The 
Economic Lot Size is the amount of pro.duction, in one con-
tinuous run, .of a product which will yield a minimum cost. 
The cost that would be minimum would include material, labor, 
supervision, set-up and changeover, inventory carrying charges 
and obsolescence cost. All of these coats, with the excep-
tion of obsolescence, are. easy to get if yau have good ac-
counting records. This, of course, is not always the case. 
The i'irst by-produc.t oi' a study of this type is that good 
cost records, if not already available, will be set up. The 
cost of obsolescence is a judgment cost. This is determined 
,., by management,· taking into account the chances of having a 
change in specification or the loss of the market. In eases 
where this happens frequently, a i'airly high cost would have 
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to be placed on obsolescence. One of the most important 
.factors inf'luencing the Economic Lot determination is the sales 
forecast. The sales forecast, by product, must be accurate. 
In many companies, this conciition does not exist. The sales 
department can usually give a close approximation oi' the total 
sales. in dollars for all products for the year, but they 
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maintain that they cannot do this by product. This, many times, 
is not true. There is, admittedly, a. lot of' work involved 
in· :forecasting accurately by product, but it can be done. This 
is the second by-product -of' this study more accurate :fore-
casting. In line with this, the sales department will probably 
need better reports :from their shipping section in regard to 
shipments. These reports should be by customer, salesman, 
terri tory and product. These will allow the sales department 
to .analyze their market better in order to improve their plan-
, 
ning or f'orecasting techniques. This is the third by-product 
m.or~ .detailed sales reporting. Once the company has obtained 
reliable :forecasts and accurate cost inf'ormationi it can then 
use the mathematical :formulae to arrive at the Econontic Lot 
Size (or Economic Production Quantity as it is known in some 
' . 
companies). This cannot be done overnight 1 but the by-products 
of' good cost reporting and thus cost control and better .fore-
casting yielding better eustamer service Will assist in paying 
of'f' the cost of' the study as it pro~resses. The Economic Lot 
savings will return the costs many times over. Let us look 
at a production problem to see just what the mathematics 
would yield. The eo.mpany .forecasts sales of' product A (which 
is one o.f 50 products made) at a rate of' 25,000 units to be 
sold sporadically during the yea~. The productipn capacity 
is 625 units per day and the cost of' set-up is $2,000 while 
the unit cost is $1.73 and the carrying charge per unit in 
inventory is 30% of' the unit cost. Since the ·sales are 
. 
sporadic, the production planners may be producing this 
product once every three months to meet the requirements for 
the next three months. The reason that they may give is that 
they do not want to carrY a lot of inventory. The chance of 
obsolescence in this industry is so small that it is not even 
a factor to consider. The reason that the planners do not 
want to carry a lot of inventory is that n the accountants 
upstairs yell when we have inventory and they ask a lot of 
questions". Let us assume that the production quantities 
that they have scheduled in a year are: January., 5,000 units, 
March, 8,000 units, .Tuly, 4,000 units6 and October, 8,000 
units., The costs of this type of production are: 
Set-up: $2,000 X 4* . : 
Carrying. Ohg: .519 X 3,125 
$8,ooo •. oo 
1,622 .. 00 
19,622.00 
The Economic Lot Size formula would have yielded a production 
quantity of 15,188 units produced twice during the year. With 
obsolescence not being a factor, it would be perfectly reason-
able to have an inventory of 5,376 units at the end of the 
year. The comparable costs of producing only twice in lots 
of 15,188 units in .January and .Tuly would be: 
*The carrying charge of $.519 was computed by multiplying $1.73 (unit cost) by 30%. The 3,125 units is the average 
inventory :for the year, -determined by taking the production 
for the beginning o:f the period as the beginning inventory 
and 0 as the ending i:nventory of the quarter and dividing 
by two and then adding the average inventories for all o:f 
the quarters and dividing by four. 
Set...up: . . . ~$2000 X 2 
Carrying Chg.:i. $.519 X 8938 
The costs, using the Economic Lot Size calcuJ.ations were thus 
$1 6 007 cheaper than the typical production method being. used 
without benef'it of' Operations Re·search. · The savings were 
thus 10% of' the cost. If' all of' the 50 products made by the 
company yielded the same result, this would yield a savings 
of' $50;:000 per year. 
Once the Economic Lot Size has been established, 
it is then necessary to determine when the units should be 
ordered f'rom the :ractory. The point at which the order should 
be given to the f'actory, we shall call the reorder point. The 
reo:toder point :Cor all products would not be the same since 
there are some products which you could temporarily deplete 
without losing your customers or harming your goodwill and 
.there are others which you must maintain or lose the sale 
and, possibly, the customer. The f'irst step in this type of' 
analysis would be to break down your products into f'amilies 
or groups based on the amount of' times, or the percent of' times, 
that you would accept a stockout. The amount of' time between 
the day the order is placed in the f'actory to the time the 
product arrives in inventory (lead time) would also have to 
be determined. Once the percent of' allowable stockout, lead 
· -i~e average inventory was arrived at by taking the average 
inventory :Cor each half' of' the year, adding them together and 
dividing by two. The average inventory :Cor the f'irst half' of' 
the year was 15,188 plus 15,188-13,000(sales in the f'irst half') 
divided by two which was 8,688. 
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time and econom.i,c. or~er qu~ti '!?1.: Jiav~ b~en est.ab],ish.a€1. along 
with the associated. eosts, d,e$.e:r.ibe~ f'or E~o:aopde. LGt .· Si~e 
above, a f'ormula or a chart10 may be used to arrive at the 
~ount of' inventory that should be lef't when the order is 
' ' ' 
placed. This is your mil:l,im.um iJA\ventory quanti '\;y "or sa.f'ety 
stock.. Once these. figures haye b~en determined ·1'0~ each 
product they may be put ri~t, on tl}.e inventory. control chart 
.for the clerk and.J;J.e~~ ,only be changed when any o.f the costs 
or condi tiona ·<?hange signi.t'icantly. 
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Operations ·Research has many other uaes in the 
manufacturing area in addi t.ion to Economic Lot Size and Inven-
tory Go:q.trol. It ca,.n be u.sed .for determining the num.be:r o.t' mach-
ines needed, the number o.f production workers, 't;l:Le size o.t' 
production teams, th,e .amount. of' tvaining required alild the amount 
of' mate;r>ials that should be purchased at :one time·. Operations 
B.esear.oh studies have also .been used to .determine .which type 
o~ material should be used in a. product to minimlze its cost. 
In .short, the manufacturing ar.ea is the source e:f 
many potential applications of' Operations Research techniques. 
This is the area where the most money is spent in a company 
and is thus the area where the most money can be saved. 
OFFICE 
Of'f'i~.e applieations of'_ Operations Research are :few 
and f'ar between except in a limited numb-er of' c0mpa:t1ies. This 
i.s not t.o say that the:re does not' e~st a need f'.or the applieati0n . 
of Operations Research in the office. The reason that it has 
not been used extensively is that the needs in other areas of 
the company are much greater and their results are often much 
more spectacular. 
One of the problems that often faces management is 
the staffing of a central typing or stenographic pool. The 
only way that many companies feel they can cope with this prob-
lem is by trial and error until the right number of' girls is 
determined. Usually this is done by putting a few girls into 
the pool and then hiring more, one by one, until the ttcorrect" 
number has been hired. This method causes delays in corres-
pondence and dissat:i.sfactionwhen the pool is being set up. 
It may also lead to an unnecessary number of typists since the 
determining factor will be the amount of work waiting to be 
done, and this will multiply when there are too few girls. 
Operations Research has a technique which can furnish the 
manager with an approach for evaluating this problem. This 
technique is Queuing Theory. The.considerations that enter 
into this problem are the varying influx of correspondence, 
in terms of quantity and time of' day, and the varying outputs 
which depend upon the length of' the material. By fairly simple 
calculations it would be possible to determine the average amount 
of' delay time (waiting time) Jter piece for an expected number 
o:f people in the pool and variations of input to the pool. 
The a.erage number of pieces o:r work that will be waiting to be 
acted upon, the number of' people required in the pool to 
, 
minimize wa.i ting time and the amount of idle time the stat.':r 
of the pool will have can also be determined. This would be 
accomplished by first studying the present amount of input 
and waiting time of the pool and then setting up mathematical 
equations to use this e:x.perience in deteooning these factors 
with different size pools. Queuing Theory is thus able to 
determine the size and ef;e'iciency of the pool for the manager . 
without waste time caused by a period of trial and er_ror. 
Some other possible uses of Queuing Theory and other 
applications of Operations Research in the office include the 
determination of the number of typewriters and other office 
machines and the types needed, the amount of supplies that 
' I 
should be stocked and reordered, the number of telephone~ and 
extensions, lunch hour .schedules and the number of mailmen and 
other service personnel. 
BY-PRODUCTS 
We have mentioned, briefly, throughout this chapter· 
the by-products obtained when preparing an Operations Research 
project. These by-products, or fringe benefits, as I prefer 
to call them, are often as valuable to the company as the 
pl~,~d result of the project. .They are not considered as the 
source of payback of the investment in time and moneY. when the 
study is planned but they are good selling points for a study. 
Often, studies will take a comparatively long time, possibly 
2 - 3 years, for instance, and it "is at these times that the 
fringe benefits will be extremely useful. The manager Who 
. 
wants to see results that are concrrete will see the fringe 
benefits that are being accrued to him and will realize that 
the group is progressing satisfactorily. 
A typical area where many fringe .. bene:!'i ts will 
develop is in a study of Economic Lot Size. .The list of 
variables affecting Economic Lot Size includes set-up and 
sales forecasts and we shall consider them here. 
The cost of set-up, or changeover, of' machines or 
other factors of production including labor, :!'rom one product 
to another is rarely readily available·. We need to .first 
define what should be included in set-up. It includes machine 
downtime, mechanics' time, possibly an engineer's time, idle 
workers' time, shri~tage and non-productive labor while 
checking out the changeover, change o.f test equipment, the 
cost o.f ordering if' any new dies or other production tooling 
is necessary, parts ordering cost and, last, although very 
important, training cost. It is possible to see :!'ram this list 
why all of' the information is not available. The isolation 
of' any one of' these costs is di:!'.ficult.but, when it is accomp-
lished, it will be an aid to managerial decision making. Let 
us start with one of' the highest costs -- training people to 
do a job a certain way. In addition to the pay the worker is 
receiving while he is being trainedz the depreciation on the 
machines being used, the cost of' material being wasted and the 
cost o.f the trainer and any necessary training aids must also 
be considered. The isolation of al~ o.f these costs brings 
pressure upon the shoulders of the training department f'or 
better training methods and on the indust:t>iai engineers f'or 
better production methods. ·The isolation of the other costs 
mentioned above Will also fbeus the spotlight on those areas 
£or more cost control and better methods. Mechanicst time 
may possibly be reduced as may the runotint of time the engineer 
or department head spends in supervising the changeover. The 
cost of test equipment for different products and the associa-
ted cost of storage or downtime when that product is not being 
made can be reduced with the design of flexible test equipment 
that may reqttire a higher initial investment but can be con-
verted from produc~ tb product at a fraction of' the cost used 
previously f'or changeover. Without ever completing the-Econ-
omic· Lot Size study, many dollars· can be saved due ·to the 
isolation and reporting of' the costs associated wi tb. set-up. 
As these costs are isola.ted,ef'f'orts will be made to reduce 
them, as in the test equipment example above. Furthermore, 
the cost-consciousness created by their revelation will improve 
scheduling since the scheduling department·, aware of the costs 
associated with set-up, will prescribe more economical runs 
to avoid adding more costs. Once the Economic Lot Soze is 
actually worked out ·and put ·i.nto practice, it may, due to all 
of the. fringe benefits, seem like frosting on a cake. 
The sales f'orecast·is the link in the chain that 
must be the strongest if any good scheduling system is to be 
set ftp. Most sales managers can-come very close to the actual 
in forecasting sales on a -dollar basis in. tota~, but it is the 
exception who feels _that he is able to give accurate forecasts 
by product. This is, many- times, the fault of -the system of 
reports given to the manager. The sales manager needs many 
different reports showing his sales broken down by customer, 
salesman, territory, product and, if the product is a component, 
maybe by the product it will go into and by type of customer 
(government end use, government prime, commercial). Once he is 
receiving all of .those which constitute, admittedly, a lot o:r 
paper, he is better equipped to analyze his sales efforts and 
make projections into the_future. Another report which is quite 
useful .for the sales manager is an availability report. This 
report would show inventory now available and orders against 
it and projected inventory .figures garnered from the work 
in process and factored by possible shrinkage. This gives the 
manager an immediate reference for promising due dates to 
customers and also allows him to know which product is moving 
slower than forecast and thus has to be pushed. 
Reports are necessary .for the sales manager if he 
is to operate in a more scienti.f.ic manner. In many industries 
the day is gone when a customer is in the salesman• s "hip 
. -
pockettt, and now only careful planning can enable him to make 
the sale. All of these ne~essary reports will come to light 
as the sales manager is pressed into more accurate sales 
forecasts which are actually his commitments. In most companies, 
the sales manager is judgeg. by the sales he makes. Through 
good forecasting~ he can now also be judged by how well he 
does in comparison to the plan. This is necessary since it is 
the plan by which the production organization must produce. 
This is the backbone of the Economic Lot Size. 
Another type of reporting which bears mentioning is 
inventory reporting. In multi-phase production operations, 
inventory is more involved than just a stack of cards that are 
constantly updated. This is further complicated by companies 
who have problems of shrinkage and may have as many as one 
hundred different products in stock. Data processing is the 
best possible solution to this problem. Data processing can 
perform many services in this area. First, through a reliable 
system~ with adequate controls, physically taking inventories 
once a month can be abolished. These can be taken semi-
annually as a check of the "bookn inventory, or even annually 
if the reliability is high enough. Second, data processing 
can help eliminate many inventory clerks and files. Third~ 
and this necessitates a good system~ is informing the prod-
uction schedulers when the.reorder point is reached or when 
the inventory is climbing higher than expected. This can 
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be progrgmmed right into the system and an order document 
specifying the Economic Lot Size could be produced automatically. 
In a plant where shrinkage is a problem, a report like this 
could show the latest shrinkage figures at each production 
operation and these figures could be us~d to form an up-dated 
moving annual average to· u~e in conjunction with the lot size 
order so that the lot siz~ is always updated. The shrinkage , 
also called yield, and inventory would also be the source 
information for the availability report f'or the sales group 
mentioned earlier. 
SUMMARY 
The applications and by-products shown in the 
preceeding pages are indicative of what may be accomplished. 
The potential applications of' Operations Research are many. 
The savings shown in the sample problems are, in many cases, 
lower than the actual savings that have been accomplished 
in operation. These savings are further increased by the 
addition of the by-products and also the increased awareness$ 
on the part of all levels of management, of the potential cost 
savings that can be garnered by the use of Operations Research 
techniques. It is up to the manager to recognize the need for 
· Operations Research and to hire or designate the peop~e to work 
on projects of this sort. There is not one area of the company 
that cannot be helped by it. In recent years, the personnel 
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area has become another addition to the list of possible users.ll 
The mass of statistics on absenteeism and other personnel 
problems has been found to be an excellent application of 
the techniques. It is no~ advisable to try to convert an 
entire company to Operations Research overnight, but the 
point to bear in mind is that once a group has been set up, 
they should be easily .adaptable to any department or area. 
The areas with the greatest potential cost savings should be 
explored first, and then, more often than not, the satis~actory 
solution of the problems and the fringe benefits, will convince 
m.anageitent that this was just the -beginning. Since Operations 
Research is such a new field each possible application should 
be explored for eaeh project-done will be a contribution to 
the field. 
CHAPTER 4 
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE TEAM 
We have seen that Operations Research is scientific 
approach and that it can be used in many different areas o.f 
a company. The next question ist logically, who should be 
brought into the team? The .first type of person that one might 
think of is a man with a scientific background who has had 
experience in all of the different areas o.f the company. This 
is not the case as will be shown below. There are two distinct 
phases o.f Operations Research:*· 
1. Initiation 
2.· Performance 
Both of these phases are di.f.ferent and they both 
need different types of people: the .former requires highly 
skilled and trained personnel, whereas the latter makes use 
o.f routine help that are usually already on the payroll of 
the company. 
INITIATION 
The man who investigates, studies and arrives at 
. -
a solution and method for easy computation niust be educated 
in a scientific discipline. ~e does not necessarily have to 
* There is a third phase; that of Follow-up which is equally 
important.. This phase needs the same type o.f people as the 
initiation phase since this is concerned with making sure 
that the system is working th~ ay that it was intended. 
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know the intimate working details of the area. He must know 
what information he needs to make his study and be able to 
get it. He must be able to sell his proposals~ teach them# 
and follow them up. In most cases, it is impossible to find 
one man to do all of these things. This is where the team 
approach comes in. The tean would consist of a mathematician 
and a liason man as the barest minimum. The training that 
the liason man should have is a good background in the field of 
mathematics supplemented by experience in business~ especially~ 
some in the field of accounting. The mathematician should 
have a good applied mathematics background and should not 
mind being put on some sort of a deadline. In this type of 
job, you cannot sit forever and nplay with .formulaen. You 
must be able to produce within a reasonable anount of time. 
The liason man should be able to get along well with people 
and to acquire the necessary in.for.mation, tact.fully, and 
yet not be sidetracked •. He must be able to communicate with 
all levels from the president of the company down to the janitor. 
It is the liason man's job to survey the problem, 
get the necess~y information and then give the problem and 
information to the mathematician for solution. Once the 
model has been set up t~e liason man would, with the 
mathematician, test it tho:t!Gughl~ Af'ter the test, the liason 
man should design a system for a clerk or other worker to use 
and then write up his pres.entation and sell it to management. 
When it has been sold, he must train the people that are going 
to use the system. 
As an example _of this, consider the reorder point 
problem explained in the previous chapter. A chart could be 
made up showing the amount of safety stock needed for all 
possible sales quantities' and assumptions of .risks of stock-
out• The liason man might design a form to be filled in by 
the sales department showing the new.sales rates for family 
groups of products and the risk of stock-out that they are 
will:J.ng to accept. A clerk would be instructed to look for 
these two numbers on the chart and the intersecting number 
is the inventory point·at. which she would reorder. This 
would be fairly simple to do once the sales departlnent has 
learned how to forecast correctly. Finally, the liason man 
would come back to the problem later to look at the _,:records 
of stock-out to see if the quantities were coming in correctly. 
He would also examine·the inventory sheet to see. if there were 
any inventories which were too high and, if they were, he 
. would determine if the reorder po'int was too high. 
. ...... 
The above example of the type of people needed 
is for a small team, one that can work in smaller companies 
or that can be the f'orerunner of the Operations Research 
movement in a larger company. As_ the company or the problems 
get bigger, the team should be expanded. The team need not 
be all mathematicians and liason men. It can, with great 
success, be made up of members fr~ several disciplines 
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including economics, psychology, human relations, physics, 
biology. This type ot team made up ot members :from diverse 
disciplines is called, quite naturally, a nmixed team 11 • A 
mixed team can operate ~s efficiently as any other type ot 
team since the type o:f training is not as important as the 
f'act that the members have been disciplined to logical and 
scientific reasoning and investigation. It would be wise 
also to include members ot operating areas of' the company on 
any team. This will be seen in chapter 5. 
PERFORMANCE 
The team that initiates, sets up and follows up 
the study is a stat:f team in most cases. The team, therefore, 
does not have the line responsibility tor the performance ot 
the routine !unctions ot maintaining the inventory, tor 
example. This type ot :function remains the responsibility ot 
the line organization. The Economic Lot Size and inventory 
calculations might be handled, let us say, by the production 
control department. The department has various schedulers and 
it would be the job of' these people to update the lot sizes 
as the !actors change. This can be accomplished by the use 
of' simple forms requiring only addition, subtraction and 
multiplication. Any use of' square ro_ots could be reduced to 
checking a table containing the square roots of' many numbers, 
or by using a special calculator. The administrator of' this 
department ~ould understand the syst.em and be able to adapt 
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it if minor changes in operat1ng procedures should make it 
necessary. In the case of inventory reorder points, this 
work can also be performed by a clerk. The same types of forms 
would be used. The performance phase requires nothing more 
than the plugging in of numbers to the system~ In the ini tia-
tion phase, the te~ would have designed forms for the report-
ing of changes in sal.es forecasts, set-up costs, unit costs, 
etc. and these figures, when they have changed significantly 
(the definition of this would be made by the initiation team), 
would be used to set new lot sizes or reorder points. Most 
other types of work, as an example, bidding figures as explained 
above, could also be made routine on an easy form for present-
ation. 
The performanc.e team, as has been shown, is made 
up of the regular line members of the affected departments. 
The object of the study is to make the use of information for 
more efficient operation a routine job. The good operating 
team would be able to leave most of the source data in easy 
to understand form for clerks, although a little training 
might be necessary. 
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CHAPTER :5 
INSTALLATION OF THE PROCEDURES 
What Operations Research is~ how it can be used, 
and who should be called upon to do it has been shown in the 
preceeding chapters •. The intent of this. chapter is to describe 
the complete process of an Operations Research study from the 
original statement of the problem to follow-up. This we will 
do, step by step, u·sing a ease history~~ to describe the first 
five steps and then snalysis and discussion to carry the 
problem to completion. The steps that Should be followed in 
an Operations Research study are: 
8. 
CASE HISTORY 
Original statement of the problem 
Preliminary proposal 
Selection of the team 
Feasibility study 
Proposal of study 
Actual study and preparation of the 
procedures · 
Presentation of proposed procedures 
:for approval 
Training of workers and installation 
of the procedures 
Follow-up 
The area in which this study was made is a Division 
of' a large company. This Division produces a high quality 
*This case history. is from the work experience of the writer. 
It has been disguised to prevent revealing the identity of 
the company, its products or any other proprietary information 
although all other .facts are true. The principal task o:f the 
writer in this study was math~matician (strategist) and, also, 
secretary. 
,- •7' ··~o. 
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product line for- a very competitive market. , The product 
line is made up of ~ppro~tely 150 different products, all 
similar but with slightly d~ffe~ent speeifications. The t~e 
covered by .this case was in 1957 When the market for this 
product was extremely com.peti tive and promised. to be more so 
in the.years to come. The Controller of the division realized 
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the necessity. of r~ducing manufactp.:ring .. cp.sts aJ:J.d was very 
familiar with the techniques . of Operations Research. He 
proposed to a committee including the head of manufacturing 
and the engineering manager, among Qthers,, that a study be 
made to detE{['mine tl;te feasibil.ity of a complete project to 
establish the most economic produc~ion runs and m~ 
inventory sizes in order to minimize costs without hurting 
e~stomer service. This g~pup, the Manufact~ring Proees$es 
G~ttee, agreed with the suggestion and a for.mal proposal 
was drawn up b7 .the Controller fa~ presentation to the 
Division Manager. This proposal stated that th~ MaJauf~cturing 
Processes Committee, o.f which the Controller was a member, 
felt the need for investigation a+ these problems and it 
was further· proposed that the Oontr0ller hire a person to 
conduct these studies. The requisition for the person called 
for a college graduate with a Bacb.elor of Science degree 
including sta}istics or mathematics. His duties would be to 
nperfor:m. probability studies in relation to business decisions 
and use of statistical techniques in obtaining eont:rol 
fn:rorm.ationn- The title :ra·l:" the job was· n strategis't" which 
in itself, suggested his assignments. The man who the 
Controller hired was one who was extremely inquisitive, who 
· had the prerequisites of a Bachelor of. Science in Mathematics 
. . 
with engineering courses and who was the type of person who 
would be willing to state his opinions even When they did 
not coincide with those of his superiors.. This man had no 
prior work experience. The first assignment for the man 
hired was to acquaint himself with the manufacturing organ-
ization and its problems. The chart which follows shows the 
manufacturing processes. In this phase of the assignment, 
a conference was arranged between the strategist and the 
sales manager in which the problems of obsolescence and the 
accuracy of sales forecasts were discussed. After this pre-
liminary work had been done, the following memorandum was 
written to the Controller; 
••• My work up to this point has been of a 
groundwork nature. I have spoken with the 
sales manager and manufacturing personnel 
to get their points o:e view ••• I still must 
speak ·to other people to find out how our work 
can be applied • 
• • • My aim is to write a formula, which will, 
taking into account forecasted orders, orders 
received, production cycles and past history, 
give an inventory level for each product ••• 
After I write this formula I will then try 
to test its accuracy using source information 
from the past six months. 
This memorandum indicated to the Controller that 
it was now time to set up a sub-committee, under the juris-
diction of the Manufacturing Processes Committee, to pro~eed 
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CHART OF THE PBOD.U~TION PROCESSES 
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with the complete feasibility study. This committee was 
.formed and its members·were the Assistant Controller, 
designated· chairman, and the. Production Cc;>ntrol Supervisor 
and Market Planning Supervisor, in addition to the Strategist, 
designated secretary. The function o.f the committee was to 
discuss the problems encountered by the Strategist, to advise 
in methods of procedure, to make suggestions and to allow 
members fram the marketing and production areas to have a 
voice in the study. The committee agreed to meet once a 
week and to hold individual con.ferences with the Strategist 
when he was working on problems in their areas. The first 
step the committee took was to make the following declaration 
of its objective: 
• 
The ultimate objective of the 
sub-committee is to est.ablish the maximum 
length of production runs when the average 
(or .forecast) sales o.f a product are less 
than the economic monthly production level. 
This procedure, in ef.fect, will set the 
maximum finished goods inventory level. 
Conceivably~ the · end product of 
this committee may be a simple .formula with 
which production.control can organize data 
provided by Sales, Cost Accounting and 
Engineering so as to compute maximum 
finished goods inventory and, as a corol-
lary, production run length. 
The committee spent much time discussing the 
objective and the best way to proceed and then decided to 
hold a ~ound table meeting to include the Division Manager 
and a few others to discuss these problems. The committee 
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met with a consultant on the morning of this meeting and 
discussed the definition o:r set-up, econo:mic production run 
and carrying charge. The main reason .for this meeting was to 
enlist the .full cooperation o:f the executives and to impress 
on tham that the decisions must still come from them. From 
this meeting, the Strategist began investigating the problems 
o.f inventory reporting. 
The two biggest problems .facing the committee 
were the lack o.f available inf'or1n.ation concerning inventory 
levels at each stage o.f the operation and the ~ount o.f 
shrinkage at each stage. The shrinkage (yield) was a major 
problem to the division, and it was felt that this would 
have considerable e.f.fect on the .final .formula for the 
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economic production run since the run would have to be 
lengthened to discount the shrinkage. A system of nmove control" 
forms was proposed to provide source documents .for reporting. 
These for.ms would be made out at each area before the products 
would be shipped to the next area. This would be done by 
Lot Number. Since the products alweys travelled together 
in lots which were easily definable, the shrinkage could be 
computed at each station. This report would also show what 
lots had come into the station but had not yet come out of 
it. In this way, an inventory would be deduced. This report 
was called the nYield Report" and its .function was to give 
monthly data as to yields at each station .for each lot and 
also a summary by product ... This report would also be used 
as a book inventory. It was proposed that the report would 
be prepared on I.B.M. punched card equipment. Test runs 
were made and found successi'ul although lacking in some respects. 
The design of this report thus removed one serious obstacle 
i'rom the path of' the committee. The sales i'orecasts were 
examined next and found to be inaccurate by product. This 
problem was discussed at length with members of' the sales 
organization and efforts were made to improve forecasting 
techniques. The Sales Manager was eager to cooperate since 
he felt that the committee would benefit him by having more 
of the products he needed ready for the customer when an 
order was received. The committee then went into a study 
of changeover cost and found that most of the costs could 
be obtained through a cost. accounting system that was being 
set up. The only problems that the committee found in the 
production area were training and determination of the number 
·of operators on a team. The assembly operation was performed 
by a number of operators working as a tegm. This team could 
be any number of people from one to eleven. Both of these 
problams were found to be so intricate that separate study 
was deemed advisable. The committee then received a report 
from the strategist outlining an Economic Lot Size Model an4 
showing all of the variables necessary. This model was 
tested using actual figures ~or one of the products. The 
results of this test were ·.found to be quite satisfactory 
although it was felt that this particular product was one 
of the few for which all of the infor.mation could be isolated. 
With the problems of team size, inventory reporting, training 
oo~ts, and the isolation of all of the other costs plus the 
still low reliability of.the sales forecasts, the opinion 
of the connn.ittee was that a decision should be made as to 
how much time was available for the complete study. The 
committee recommended that, in light of the fact that they 
could not devote full attention to these problems, it would 
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be advisable to bring in experts to work on them. The strategist 
was recommended for work on inventory and yield reporting and 
an experienced Operations Researcher was recommended to be 
assigned to the Division by the corporate offices. The function 
of the expert was to deter.mine the training costs and adjust 
the model to consider their effect. The Researcher called 
in was a highly intelligent mathematician. He eXpended much 
effort in his study of the training costs and finally suc-
ceeded in isolating them. While he was making his study., 
the strategist was putting the yield report into full scale 
operation with the help of personnel fram the systems area. 
This report was working satis:f'actorily although there were 
some inadequacies in it which were being worked out. This 
involved educating the personnei filling out the source 
document. The error on the I.B.M. cards due to poor source 
documents was extremely high. The Operations Researcher, 
working independently, -prepared- his report on training costs 
and the determination o.f Economic Run Quanti ties where Learning 
Costs are a factor. This report was highly technical contain-
ing approximately one hundred pages of charts, graphs and 
formulae with little or no narrative. At this point a major 
communications problem developed. The researcher, during his 
entire study, had been meeting much resistance due to his 
mathematical nature. In his discussions with foreman and 
department heads, he had antagonized them greatly with his 
attitude. Now, his report was not readable by some members 
of management. The Researcher, though an excellent Math-
ematician, was a very poor salesman for Operations Research. 
At this point all future work on this project was turned over 
to production control, which was already overloaded, and 
subsequently dropped. 
ANALYSIS 
,In analyzing this case to determine what went 
wrong, we find the reasol:l for a pa.per of this sort. The 
management people simply could not understand what the 
Mathematician was taJ.king a"bout. He had not done any ~elling 
whatsoever and, by his report and .actions, had done a job 
of nunsellingu .Operations Research. Up to the point where 
he entered the study, everything had be~n going rather 
smoothly• Extra. time and care had been taken to educate 
the line personnel and to sell Operations Research to them. •. 
The fact that members of the line group~ had been put on 
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the comndttee shows the start o£ this education-process. 
It is important to note that the people in the manufacturing 
area must be handled tactful~y at the outset lest a charge 
of checking up on them be filed. The purpose of the feas-
ibility study was to see if the project could be carried 
out and, if so, how. The committee, made up of represent-
atives £rom sales, and manufacturing felt that it could be 
done and recommended the way to do it. At this point they 
agreed. Later, because of poor communications, the project 
was dropped by same of these same people. All future efforts 
to reopen the study were blocked until a full four years 
after the proposal had been made. The study has been reopened, 
this past year, at the feasibility stage since many operating 
changes have taken place. 
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION. 
Since we cannot show the rest of the steps in 
the case due to the pigeon-holing of the·study, we shall 
discuss these steps with the assumption that the report by 
the Operations Researcher had been accepted, and we shall 
see how the study should have proceeded. 
Once the report had been accepted and the slight 
problems worked out in the Yield Report, the next step 
would have been to develop a set of procedures for operation 
of the system. These procedures must be complete·in every 
detail, and all controls to insure the absence of error in 
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computation must be incorporated. The division operated with 
a Min-Max inventory. That is, minimum levels and maximum 
levels were established for each product. .It was found that 
the minimum levels we~e quite realistic. These were set by 
the sales department. This level is what is referred to as 
safety stock. The safety stock is. the runount of inventory 
that should always be on hand to assure a minimum risk of 
stock-out. The reorder point would be above the minimum 
level. The maximum inventory ~evel would be automatically 
set by the Economic Lot (Production Run) size. The pro-
cedures that were necessary, therefore, were the inventory 
re-order point and the Economic Production Run. The model 
that was set up by the Operations Researcher was found to 
be extremely good when tested and this formula would be 
the one recommended for use. The yield report, found to 
be satisfactory, would provide latest yield information 
and, in addition, inventory information so that the re-order 
point could be automatically determined. The proposal for 
the procedures would have to contain a clerical means of 
using the Economic Production Run formula and an orderly 
.flow of information necessary for using the .formula. The 
information for the formula would come .from three sources, 
Accounting, Sales and the Yield Report. All of the products 
on the sales forecast would be studied twice yearly to 
determine set-up and training costs. The sales forecast~ 
made yearly and updated quarterly would be provided by 
product to the production scheduling clerk.- The yield 
report would be issued monthly with six months cumulative 
average yields. The information would thus flow to the clerk 
in regularly scheduled reports. The Economic Lot Size 
formula, although a square root formula, could be used easily 
by the clerk. AFriden Square Root Calculator would be 
recommended for use by the clerk for computation. The use 
of the calculator would not take more than a few minutes to 
learn. The Economic Production Run would be determined once 
a year when the sales forecast is released and would only 
be altered during the year for major changes. When the 
re-order point is reached on a product, the clerk would 
check the records to see if the changes were great and, if so, 
would recompute the quantity. If not, the quantity figured 
at the beginning of the year would be used. The re-order 
point would be determined once yearly, also using a .formula, 
and this, too, would be updated for major changes. These 
proposed procedures would be written in language easy enough 
.for a clerk to read and presented to management for their 
approval. The procedures would be accompanied by a complete 
report showing the e,x:pected savings and the results o.f the 
testing of the models. The fact that the procedures are 
written simply is important. I.:f accepted, they.. will go into 
the division procedure book where the clerks can refer to 
them. Simplicity is also important in the proposal stage so 
that everyone in management, technically oriented or not, can 
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understand them. 
Once the procedures have been accepted, the work 
of putting them into action begins. The .first step i·s to get 
the in.formation .flowing smoothly to the clerks. The clerks 
. . . 
should be members o.f the scheduling department who have been 
per.for.ming the scheduling function. The worksheets .for 
computation o.f the Production Run would be shown to them 
and a .few actual runs wru ld be worked out as a test. The 
production control manager must also be instructed in the 
use of the formula, and his suggestions of any minor changes 
should be accepted. Once these parts o.f the system are in-
stalled they shduld be initiated on a trial run basis with 
very close checking. The products which should be used at 
the beginning should be tho'se which are relatively easy to 
figure out. Once the cle:i:!ks are proceeding e.fficiently., the 
products being scheduled by use of the .formula should be 
increased. This process should continue gradually until 
all of the products are brought into the syste.m. Constant 
checks should be made in this stage to make sure that no 
problem areas are developing. If any do develop, they should 
be investigated and solved. The sales department should be 
constantly impressed with the .fact that. their accuracy on 
the sales .forecast is extremely important and any major changes 
must be announced at once. As the use o.f the .for.mula becpmes 
routine, the managing o.f the system should be le.ft to the 
Production Control ME¥lager. The work o.f the- researcher is 
now finished in this area and he is ready to go on to new 
projects. The Researcher must not'drop this project at this 
time. He shoUld follow it up by checking the schedule and 
the costs of~roduction ~n a srunple basis ~d campare these 
to similar ones of past years. His follo\v-up of the system 
is extremely important, for no operation is stagnant, and, 
as changes in methods develop, so might the results of 
scheduling, and slight adjustments in the formula or pro-
cedures might be necessitated. 
SUMMARY 
· The case just described, was an exrunple of the 
steps to be taken in carrying out an Operations Research 
project. Not all of the illustration was devoted to the 
good points. On the next few pages, we shall discuss each 
step in any Operations Research project and note the do's 
and don'ts. 
The original statement of the problem is the most 
important step. This definition will be used by the Re-
searchers in making their study. The problem should be 
stated completely although not too broadly. If it is too 
broad, it will lead to a study of infinite scope and length. 
Conversely, it must not be too narrow for tha~ would lead to 
a study so limited that its results would be useless. If the 
problem is stated eorreetly, it will be sufficiently broad to · 
allow a complete study of all of the phases oE operation which 
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will effect a solution. 
The preliminary proposal of the problem is the 
sales brochure of the study. This proposal must be written 
so that all members of the management team can understand it 
for the purpose of the proposal is to convince them that this 
problem is worth investigation by Operations Research tech-
niques. Thus, there is a two part selling job; first, there 
is a problem which should be studied, and, second, Operations 
Research i.s the way to s1tudy it.. The :first part is, in many 
cases, just as hard as the second. The line organization 
does not like to be criticized by an "outsidern even i:f it 
is his job to .control costs. They must, therefore, be con-
vinced that they are not being criticized, .but, rather, 
helped. It would be wise to discuss this proposal with them 
be.fore writing it and attempt to have them say that they 
have a problem and would appreciate any help. If this type 
of so.f't-selling is not done at this stage, the :feasibility 
study may never get off' the ground. The problem of convincing 
management that Operations Research is the way to do it is 
only as difficult as the proposer, himself, makes it. 
Management is interested in two things: how much will it cost? 
and, how much will it save? These two questions can be an-
swered by presenting the full plan for the feasib;lity study 
including the number of people necessary and their salaries 
and the ·amount of time it should take. The manager should 
also be shown some cases and write-ups on Operati9ns Research 
·-- in other companies, preferably the oompeti tion. At all times, 
the proposal must be written in business terminology rather 
than in mathematics. The more simply Operations Research is 
presented, the easier it is understood. The important· guide 
here is that, as we have stated berore, the executive is the 
decision maker, not the doer. 
The selection ot the te~ to work on the feasi-
bility study should be done very carefully. The person put 
in charge of the study should be one who is familiar with 
the techniques of Operq:tions Research but is not an ttivory 
towern mathematician w:Q.o cannot communicate with line personnel. 
F0r most studiesJ the inclusion of someone with a knowledge 
of accounting is helpful. The departments or areas which 
will be affected by the results of the study should also be 
represented. If they are included from the outset and are 
given the chance to state their opinions and give aid as the 
study progresses, their objections, if any, will be more 
easily overcome in the later stages. The team should be 
chosen to work harmoniously at all times. 
Once the team has been selected, the feasibility 
study may begin. The team may first want to define its 
objectives in writing so that they and management are sure' 
that they are going to proceed in the proper direction. The 
purpose of the feasibility study is to study all phases of 
the probl~ and gather all information necessary for solving 
it. Any information which is not available must be noted and 
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methods for making it available should be deter.mined. A 
model should be set up and tested to see if it is basically 
good for use. It is advisable for the co.mmittee to issue 
progress reports from time to time and also.to attempt to 
educate those members of management who do not know what 
Operations Research is. All Opportunities should be taken 
for making friends for their project. Once the feasibility 
study has reached its end and the team has deter.mined what 
needs to be done in the study, a final report should be 
presented. 
The final report from the members of the feasi-
bility study teem is the proposal for a full study. It is 
very much similar to the proposal made for formation of the 
team, but is a great deal more detailed. This report would 
contain a complete outline of all of the information gathered 
and the problems 'that. the team has. encountered. Methods of 
study and solution of these problems would be presented along 
with recommendations of Who should work on the study. The 
model, explained in detail and as simply as possible, should 
be shown along with results of tests. At this time, an es-
timate of the cost of the study and the savings which can be 
accomplished should be made. The purpose of this report is 
to sell the fact that Operations Research has been fqund 
useful in the solution o£ the problem and the return on the 
investment in the complete study will justify its approval. 
During the study, all procedures and model£ must 
be finalized. All of the problems .encounter.ed during the 
feasibility period must be solved. As the procedures are 
written, they should be tested. When the model is being 
perf'ected, ndry-runs" should be made on it to ascertain 
whether it is the perf'ect (optimum) model f'or this appli-
cation. Once the model has been found optimum, the pro-
cedures f'or supplying the source data and using the results 
must also be checked to make sure that all of' the links in. 
the communications system are sound. At this point, the 
procedures and model may still be mildly theoretical. They 
must now be adjusted to conf'orm with the operations of the 
various areas. Discussions should be held with all line and 
st.a.t'f managet>s Whose personnel will be involved in any phase 
ot operation and the procedures should be made practical 
based on these discussions. The cost of this system should 
be ascertained on a comparison basis with that of' the present 
system. · All savings Should be calculated using historical 
source data. As in previous stages, the selling of' the 
study must be pressed continuously. Every care should be 
taken to keep· the line personnel favorable disposed towards 
the project. This can best be done. by letting them in· on 
some of' the proposals and showing them hqw they will save 
money in their department. Foremen are becoming more cost-
conscious. and when they learn that • you are there to save 
them money, they are usually very receptive. 
Once all of' the procedures have been prepared, 
they are to b.e submitted for approval. These procedures 
should be written for the clerk's who will perform the work. 
A narrative containing the expected savings and detailing 
the effect of' the overall system should be included. All 
of' the by-products should also be detailed. The·· system will 
either be adopted or rejected based on its savings, both real 
and intangible. 
The installation of the system and the follow-
up phases have been sufficiently detailed in the case history 
in Chapter five so that only a few extra statements will be 
made here. All of the theoretical work and testing has now 
been done. In order to accomplish the savings predicted, 
the system must be installed effectively and then followed 
up. Training must be thorough so that every detail, no matter 
how minor, is explained. The system has been designed for 
clerical use and the clerks should not be asked to think about 
how to work.. They should be told everything and also issued 
complete guides. The possible replacing of' a clerk must be 
planned for when distributing the procedures and training the 
people. The system must be put in so thoroughly that, if' a 
clerk should be replaced, it will conti~ue to run smoothly. 
After the system has been in use, the installer must follow 
it up to make sure that no new problems have developed. . The 
installation and follow-up phases must be handled very con-
scientiously lest the savings expected from the system never 
materialize. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
Operations Research has been de:f'ined in this paper 
as a scienti:f'ic method for decision making. It has been shown 
that the techniques employed are highly mathematical although 
the approach is., basically., the simple· scientific approach. 
I have illustrated how any company can use Operations .Research 
and that it will reduce cost., sometimes well over ten per cent. 
In short., I have written a proposal to management. This 
proposal, in the managers terms, has shown him that Operations 
Research is a use:f'ul tool, not one to be discarded because 
o:f its complexity~ 
In the introduction, I stated that the reason :f'or 
this thesis is that management cannot find many dissertations 
on Operations Research which are non-technical in nature. 
The onus that .this statement gives to the field is that it 
cannot be explained in non-technical language. To a pure 
mathematician., this is partially true. The definitions of 
the mathematical techniques shown in Chapter One are by no 
means precise enough for the mathematician. I do feel that 
they are precise enough :f'or the business man. This paper 
thus demonstrates that Operations Research can be intelli-
gently explained to the business man. It can be explained to 
him in terms which he understands so that he is able to make 
the decision o:f' using Operations Research and let .the math-
ematician., with his precise de:f'initions, do the work for him. 
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Thus, in the terms of Operations Research, l have stated the 
problem, recognized the limitations, studied it and.~.effectea 
a working solution. I trust that other members of the field 
will also recognize this problem and continue to educate the 
business man. 
Management must be indoctrinated with the idea 
that in Operations Research the7 have a powerful, an efficient, 
and a rewarding model for de~ision making •. 
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